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About This Game

Darkfall Unholy Wars is an innovative, Real-Time, fast-paced, PvP, Sandbox MMORPG. Players are called to form clans and
battle for dominance across the seamless, zoneless, uninstanced open fantasy world of Agon. Recruit and train new warriors,

conquer fortresses and clan cities, engage in epic land and naval battles with thousands of concurrent players to build and defend
powerful empires.

Key Features

A Sandbox PvP MMORPG

Participate in real-time skirmishes or massive battles, on land and sea, build, defend and conquer empires in the largest
seamless, persistent world with no zones, no instances, and no artificial barriers. Forge your legend as a fierce fighter, a cunning

politician, a wealthy trader or a master crafter. The possibilities are limitless.

Seamless, Zoneless, Exciting World

Experience the largest and most beautiful handcrafted world of its kind inside a seamless, real-time, and non-instanced
environment. Travel through and explore five continents and countless small islands, on foot, mount, by ship or by magical

means. Encounter hundreds of monsters equipped with superior AI behavior. Dynamic shadows and visual effects, a realistic
day/night cycle, a huge color palette, ambient sounds and music, are pleasing to the senses and provide a uniquely immersive
experience. The ability to use the environment to your advantage makes territory knowledge crucial in evading enemies or
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staging attacks, giving explorers a serious tactical edge.

The Uniqueness and Depth Of Skills and Custom Roles

Forget about levels; using Darkfall Unholy Wars’ Prowess Point and Feat progression system, you can raise your chosen skills at
your own pace while playing the game your way. Skill selection is now entirely player choice. Using the "character build”

window, players can select any 9 “school skills”, only one of which can be the “ultimate skill” from any school. All “common
skills” are available to all players. Players will be able to activate a total of 16 skills, common and school combined, for any set

build.

Combat: Individual Player Skill and Teamwork

Combat is Real-Time, fast paced, with manual aiming and friendly fire. Player skill is important, while teamwork, strategy and
tactics make the difference. The stakes are high with the full loot rule in effect and the combination of first person shooter style

battles, mounted combat, epic sea battles, and sieges with RPG style strategy, are the recipe for a truly epic, exciting and
adrenaline-charged experience.

Create and Conquer Empires

Huge sieges and Clan Wars bring the chaos of massive battles to life. Territory control is exercised by taking over cities and
hamlets, capturing nearby villages and defending them against your enemies. Form strong Alliances, experience the politics and

diplomacy of war, defend your allies, betray them, be betrayed, and retaliate.

The Importance Of Crafting

From the simplest sword and board to the elusive Dragon Armor, all items in Darkfall Unholy Wars are player created. War and
the full loot system, fuel a perpetual need for equipment of all kind, creating a booming economy, making master crafters one

of the most sought-after professions for any clan or team.

This Is An Indie Game

We at Aventurine have dedicated ourselves to creating the most fun, innovative, and best PvP MMORPG out there. The game
for us starts at launch. We develop and innovate continuously throughout the game’s lifecycle, inspired by our player's feedback.

You’re not just playing a game, you take part in its evolution.
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Minimum:

OS:Windows XP

Processor:Dual Core 2.0 GHz or equivalent

Memory:2 GB RAM

Graphics:Direct X 9.0c compliant video card with 512 MB of RAM (Shader model 3)

DirectX®:9.0c

Hard Drive:8 GB HD space

Sound:DirectX compatible sound card

Other Requirements:Broadband Internet connection

Additional:Display: Minimum Resolution of 1024x768 or 720p

English
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This had pretty great environments, castles, sea villages, mountain fortresses with lava coming out of mouths of giant stone
skulls.... That giant island was truly a work of art in the environment design department.

Also Darkfall was like the first game that had a steam-based subscription option, truly a part of this platform history.

Gameplay wise - as far as open world, full loot pvp games go, this was really great. It had that feel of danger everywhere you
went.

"- I see a human settlement, better go around that."
"- I know, right? There might be people there."

Random world pvp was the order of the day.

The interface was a major problem, as if the aim of making the game "hard" or "skill-based" was to be achieved by making you
do complex keystroke combinations to cast spells. It was practically necessary to use a particular third party keybinding program
to manage the keyboard config.

It has been years since I played this, and it still sometimes comes up in the conversations about gaming.
If only we could have it back, maybe with proper UX this time.... Please bring a new one!!
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